The main purpose of this essay is to analyze the place of space in the conceptual construction of Bakhtinian dialogism. It is understood that space and spatiality are categories that define the nature of the dialogical relations translated into act and aesthetic event. For this purpose, it is based on the concepts of chronotope and the spatial form of the character as constructed in the verbal creation of Dostoevsky, especially his understanding of the image of language as a spatial premise of articulation of points of view in confrontation and of autonomous and plenivalent consciences. 
Introduction: Image of Language as Space
Although the character, in a very elementary level of the work of verbal art, is presented as an approach to the discursive organization of the author, within the discursive construction created by Fyodor Dostoevsky, in his novels and novellas, a character can only be developed as a propagator of his/her own language. In other words, instead of being an outcome of the author's view, the character is settled in by his/her own discourse, which guides his/her approach, particularly when he/she dialogues with himself/herself or with another person, including the author. Whether by the means of a clash, or by confrontation, the image of language produced this way is expressed according to discursive dimensions, which, at the same time, are positioned and displayed under different points of view and even unleashed by a creative reaction that distinguishes an aesthetic production from a breakthrough gesture.
The image of language subjected to the discursive relation presents it, consequently, as a place where discursive approaches are arranged, dispelled, but are not avoided. If we consider that in that place an image translates -consonant and dissonant -ideas, it is not difficult to understand how Dostoevsky has reached the recognition of the polyphonic novel as an artistic mode of the world. It is also not hard to comprehend why Mikhail Bakhtin, when he approaches the poetic singularities of the polyphonic novel, did not hesitate to acknowledge that "He [Dostoevsky] saw and conceived his world primarily in terms of space, not time" (BAKHTIN, 2011, p.28) . 1 Therefore, it is not much of a problem to assume that the spatial prevalence of the dialogic relationships does not oppose time or eliminates history, but it only places the movement in the same time when the changes happened and in the transitory moment when there was a shift of conditions, when distinguished point of views coexisted and counterpoints were expressed in different development dimensions in the best tradition of the dialectical thought. After all, it is as space where different points of view in interaction and confrontation are able to produce dialogic dimensions in which the character clearly appears in an outer form of his/her ideas.
The image of language, as performed by Dostoevsky's characters, organizes founding experiences of the artistic mode of the world in a polyphonic novel. In these novels, different discursive formations mark the force field of actions and reactions, which lead to the ultimate consequences of the relation and the clash between author and character or between discourses. This is what Bakhtin attempts to analyze in a constellation of texts, which started to be produced in the 1920s and that, in the 1930s, 2 led to the innovative thesis regarding the polyphony that matures the time movement in the spatial relationships. We could say that studies on the image of language constitute one of the points of the spatial form of the character and of the chronotope in a triagulation, whose theoretical and philosophical premisses definitely define a framework of poetics analysis and the fullness of aesthetics realization. From this triad framework, the spatial form of the character turns this aesthetic event constituted chronotopically into a new object of philosophic, poetic and aesthetic work that recquires a renewed methodology of analysis, which is a task that Bakhtin assigns to a dialogic theory.
If, on the one hand, Bakhtin has been guided by the artistic model of the world through language and aesthetic event, on the other hand, he has pursued the dialogic fundamentals, in which the use of language is only made possible as a form of knowledge and self-knowledge. Taking into consideration the unfinabilizability inherent to the nature of language manifestations, Bakhtin starts a reflection that moves along aesthetics and philosophy, which can be summarized by what has become the seed of the aesthetic event understood as the spatial form of character that is constituted chronotopically. This conception appears as a key pillar for the historical poetics studies and it aligns findings from different contexts of research.
Much of what Bakhtin observed in Dostoevsky's novels regarding the image of language is a hallmark or a turning point for the theoretical research from the 1920s and the theoretical systematization that started to gain shape after the publication of his book on Dostoevsky's poetics. The problem of the spatial form of the character falls within the studies on the aesthetic event, which spans studies on general aesthetics, Dostoevsky's poetics, and historical poetics. An aesthetic event -and not an aesthetic object -addresses the act of creation translated into language, i.e., into discursive points of view that are stated by the characters and the author. It is always expressed as an event, an act, an action and reaction in language, but not as something finalized and ended once and for all.
In the lenghty essay on the relation between author and character (BAKHTIN, 1990 ), Bakhtin translates the dialogic movement into the conception of spatial form of the character and the aesthetic act that it creates. It is in this translation that the compositional planes explore the struggle between points of view, which sets the focus on its ambivalence, i.e., on the clash of the author's and the character's positionings, thus enabling their actual role, in which there is no passivity of one in relation to the other, to be captured. Nevertheless, it is the essay on forms of time and of chronotope (BAKHTIN, 1981) 3 that articulates and sheds light on the formulations, enabling us to analyze the dialogic connections between the polyphonic novel, the spatial form of the character and the time-space aspects. What had been potencially developed in Dostoevsky's novel gained a theoretical shape with a fine-tuned conceptual elaboration.
Thus, we are able to understand the spatial form of the character that is chronotopically constituted not only in a dynamic relation between author and character, but also in the articulation between time and space in which the emphasis on the latter does not imply the deletion of the first. 4 When Bakhtin layed the groundwork for his historical poetics, he introduces the concept of chronotope in order to designate the way that time can be regarded as a spatial dimension. Time, which is submitted to space and everything related to it, which includes characters and living things, can be dimensioned in its temporal magnitude, i.e., in its flows and becomings in which each form is architecturally unfinalized.
To scrutinize the development and the articulation of the pillars that support the dialogic conceptions has become the key justification for this study. The goal is to follow the path and the thoughts and rethoughts in which the conception of the spatial form of the character is aesthetically established. According to our fundamental hypothesis, the seed of such process has been developed in the aesthetical and philosophical reflections in which the spatial form is conceived as a patchwork of positionings. The living body matures in Bakhtin's findings on the poetic procedures of Dostoevsky's verbal creation, mainly on his comprehension of the image of language as a spatial premisse that articulates clashing points of view, autonomous and single authorial consciousness. Taking in consideration that the analysis of the spatial form of the character is not restricted to Dostoevsky's work, but has become the heuristic principle in researching historical poetics itself, we understand that the arguments regarding the spatial prevalence as a place where changes happen become more established when the spatial form of the character is chronotopically defined. This way, we seek to situate the Bakhtinian concepts in contexts other than the creative artistic experience and to show its heuristic principle in the aesthetical and philosophical analysis.
Dostoevsky's Principle of Simultaneity and Spatial Dramatization
We are aware that the verbal creation does not build the outer spatial form as it is done in painting, sculpting, drawing, even if one takes in consideration the spatiality of the word and the writting on a printed page (BAKHTIN, 1990, p.91 with spatial forms of art, which are based on two-dimensional or three-dimensional visuality, there is nothing visual about the verbal creation.
However, in Dostoevsky's novels, Bakhtin finds visuality on verbal creation: A visuality that does not mean places, whether as the page's exteriority or a narrative situation, but that is more closely related to a compositional diagram of the movement of ideas translated into different points of view in order to make visible the frame of the visual field, where discourses from different constitution and action orientation interact.
From this diagram, we are introduced to the spatiality that is developed by the images of the novelistic language as discursive clash. Therefore, the spatial form of a character stems from the translation of the alignments of the visual field, which are constituted by different points of view, and due to that an image of an arena as a struggle place is projected.
Dostoevsky's novellas were an experimental laboratory for this kind of composition, which would acquire acknowledgement to this author's great novels.
Bakhtin, bearing in mind his philosophical premisses deeply formulated in the 1920s, showed interest in the struggles of ideas that the characters carry in order to develop their discursive autonomy in spite of the author and in conflict with him. It is time to introduce the experiments made in Dostoevsky's work in our analysis.
In the novel Notes From Underground 5 (Записки из подполья [Zapiski iz podpol'ya] , 1864), a frame of ideas, which are constituted by this relation between them, develops a tense and argumentative discourse. It is in this context that the character discusses and challenges consensual points of view regarding the necessity of human beings to stand apart from inventions in order to have individual experiences, as it can be read in the following excerpt.
To start with, when in all these thousands of years has man ever acted solely to his own advantage? What about all the millions of facts that bear witness to people knowingly, that is to say fully understanding their real advantages, putting them into the background and flinging themselves onto another path, at risks, at chances, and not because anyone and anything has forced them to do so, but as if not wishing to follow the appointed path they stubbornly and wilfully thrust their way along another, difficult, absurd one, barely able to make it out in the darkness? Well, it means that man really finds this obstinacy and Bakhtin, Dostoevsky's principle of simultaneity is grounded in those categories. This is an artistic perception of the world, whose conceptual framework regards both the points of view that are projected and the moment when the living experiences occur and become experiences within the continuous movement in presentness; thus, there is no causality, no genesis and no explanations based on the past and on the influences of the environment. In such moments, the character lives his/her present in all its fullness, free from the author's predetermination (BAKHTIN, 2011, p.29 Golyadkin. An example of such drama is possible to be noted when Golyadkin is in the middle of the street in a cold night, after having been expelled from a ball that he had been the entire day getting set up for, and, from the thin air of fog, someone similar to him emerges. In this very living moment, the time is broken, the body is duplicated and the mind is expanded in a patchwork of feelings.
At the moment he took in nothing surrounding him, understood nothing of what was going on about him, and looked as though the miseries of the stormy night, of the long tramp, the rain, the snow, the wind, all the cruelty of the weather, did not exist for him. The golosh slipping off the boot on Mr. Golyadkin's right foot was left behind in the snow and slush on the pavement of Fontanka, and Mr. Golyadkin did not think of turning back to get it, did not, in fact, notice that he lost it. He was so perplexed that, in spite of everything surrounding him, he stood several times stockstill in the middle of the pavement completely possessed by the thought of his recent horrible humiliation; at that instant he was dying, disappearing; then he suddenly set off again like mad and ran and ran without looking back, as though he were pursued, as though he were fleeing from some still more awful calamity.... The position was truly awful!... At last Mr. Golyadkin halted in exhaustion, leaned on the railing in the attitude of a man whose nose had suddenly begun to bleed, and began looking intently at the black troubled waters of the canal. , 1997, pp.33-34) .
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From this strangement of his body and of his place emerges a figure that is repuditaed by Mr. Golyadkin, who denies it, runs, runs away from it, feels followed by it; however, after a long struggle, when he was about to arrive at home, he gives up.
Mr. Golyadkin wanted to scream, but could not-to protest in some way, but his strength failed him. His hair stood on end, and he almost fell down with horror. And, indeed, there was good reason. He recognised his nocturnal visitor. The nocturnal visitor was no other than himself -Mr. Golyadkin himself, another Mr. Golyadkin, but absolutely the same as himself -in fact, what is called a double in every respect … (DOSTOEVSKI, 1997, p.38).
14 The unfolding movement of the other was phisically marked by the character's uneasiness, his detachment from his galosh, his bleeding nose. Such are the physical clues that something was coming out from his body, which was in a state of trance.
From the moment when Golyadkin recognizes his double, the novella is developed in a multidimensionality of interaction and coexistence of a man disturbed by his own body.
This goes on until the end, when his disturbance becomes clearly a mental disorder.
In the narrated plot, feelings, thoughts, figures, space and time are combined, compounding a diagram that is, according to Bakhtin's understanding, due to a dramatic composition, in which the most diverse elements are expressed in a coherent and yet tense follow-up, as it is summed up in the following excerpt.
This stubborn urge to see everything as coexisting, to perceive and show all things side by side and simultaneous, as if they existed in space and not in time, leads Dostoevsky to dramatize, in space, even internal contradictions and internal stages of development of a single person -forcing a character to converse with his own double, with his alter ego, with his own caricature (BAKHTIN, 2011, p.28) .
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This is a finding on the characters that are translated into multidimensional images in struggle, which are projected in visual fields, exceeding them and reaching their exteriority. The characters are discursively developed as images in the force field of their spatial forms. In this context, the character appears as a "particular point of view on the world and on oneself" (BAKHTIN, 2011, p.47 , italics in the original) 16 and, as such, he/she expresses himself/herself as a world view, i.e., as a consciousness and a self-consciousness in the visual field of his/her living experience. Following Bakhtin's perspective, "We see not who he is, but how he is conscious of himself" (BAKHTIN, 2011, p.49 , italics in the original). 17 Thus, the character self-consciousness is developed in the visual field of the others; this is the case of the underground man, who introduces himself as the "subject of consciousness and dream" (BAKHTIN, 2011, p.51) 18 and of Mr. Golyadkin, who externally projects his interior disorder.
Meanwhile our underground hero recognizes all this perfectly well himself, and understands perfectly well the impossibility of escaping from that circle in which his attitude toward the other moves. Thanks to this attitude toward the other's consciousness, a peculiar perpetuum mobile is achieved, made up of his internal polemic with another and with himself, an endless dialogue where one reply begets another, which begets a third, and so on to infinity, and all of this without any forward motion (BAKHTIN, 2011, p.230 , italics in the original).
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Perpetuum mobile does not only regard the moves in the space, but it also places the time dimension in it, which is enwrapped by the present as an ininterrupt becoming of everything that is alive in the thoughts and actions. The image of self-consciousness could not be better translated than as this image of perpetuum mobile.
The visual form is developed as a point of view or as a world conception produced in a self-consciousness process that leads Bakhtin to define Dostoevsky's character as an ideologist (BAKHTIN, 2011, p.78) , 20 as a man of ideas, whose representation defines the artistic quality of the verbal work and its visuality. After all, it is in the plane of ideas that the refractions gain shape as a reactive creation.
The experience of simultaneities, mainly the ones of time in space, faced acclaimed positions, such as the notion of absolute time, questioned by relativity, and as the chronological time, which prevails in certain conceptions of the artistic representation. The conception of continuum appears as a fundamental aspect of the dialogic comprehension that, if it is observed in verbal work, acquires a wider range of relations, especially those involving the time and the beings of the time lived as a space of the spatial form.
Perpetuum Mobile: How the Time Progresses in Space and Constitutes the Present
Bakhtin's findings that balance character, space, discourse; point of view, idea, consciousness; living experiences, experiences and time compound the images of the relations in spatial forms and are the ground for Dostoevsky's poetics, which paved the way for maturing the historical poetics, by following a path that contemplates the deepest level of philosophical research on living experiences, experiences, aesthetics creation and that lays down the foundations of knowledge and history. In this new context, the image of language is approached as the spatial form of a flow of time from which it cannot be detached. If, in the first-person discourses, such as the memories from the underground man, or in the ones in which the confessional tone prevails, as in Mr. Golyadkin's discourse, it is the present force that develops the dramacity of scenes, we will be before a representation in which the time progresses and constitutes itself as space. The image of language focuses on the space where time flows, and due to this time determination, it presents itself as an aesthetic event translated into a spatial form that is chrontopically constituted. As such, it complies a movement that starts with the living experience, faces the cognitive experience and only achieves an artistic expression if it is placed in a sphere that enables it to be worked in order to acquire a finalizability that defines its value (BAKHTIN, 1990, pp.89-90 There is also an alignment between the theoretical ideas: Albert Einsten guides his observations through the perceptions and intuitions that are linguistically developed eventually, as one can see in the following excerpt:
By the aid of speech different individuals can, to a certain extent, compare their experiences. In this way it is shown that certain sense perceptions of different individuals correpond to each other, while for other sense perceptions no such correspondence can be established. We are accostumed to regard as real those sense perceptions which are common to different individuals, and which therefore are, in a measure, impersonal. The natural sciences, and in particular, the most fundamental of them, physics, deal with such sense perceptions. The conception of physical bodies, in particular rigid bodies, is a relatively constant complex of such sense of perceptions. [...] The only justification for our concepts and system of concepts is that they serve to represent the complex of our experiences; beyond this they have no legitimacy (EINSTEIN, 1923, p.2 The role of language in the experience representation is, thus, submitted to an aesthetic work in both fields of knowledge, which were here specified as Physics and Literature. Experience organizes the event, and without it it would be impossible for the narratives and for Physics to constitute an object: an event is the environment of relations that turn time and space into contiguos physical entities -the perpetuum mobile. The event is conceived as the architectonic whole of unfinabilizability that is perceived in order to enable its organization as knowledge.
If it is a fact that Bakhtin has found theoretical parameters to think about the chronotope in Einstein's theory of relativity, it is as important the fact that Bakhtin has found the terminology for the concept of chronotope in a speech of A.A. Ukhtomsky, who was the diretor of an experimental laboratory in Leningrad, where he attended a conference in 1925. Ukhtomsky used such term in order to designate [...] the function of the cortex is related to and make intelligible the signs from the perception organs. Ukhtomsky's concept was part of his theory on the nervous activity that is integrated to the body by the cortical "system of systems," which is definied as the dominant (TCHOUGOUNNIKOV, 2005b, pp.20-21, our translation).
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The notion of "system of systems" enables a system of reaction in the cortex that draws Bakhtin's attention to its organinzing role of the simultaneities in the space of perception. We cannot forget that, for Bakhtin, time flows as a plurality of world views, whether in living experiences or in creation. Thus, it is expressed as a set of simultaneities that are not instants, but events in the complexity of their unfoldings.
However, such plurality can only be perceived in the space of the event, or even better, in time.
Among the several chronotopes analyzed by Bakhtin, which starts with the Greek novel, the one that deals with discussions of the spatial form of the character as Impressions, the character asserts, in an account, the confession of his impressions on his trip abroad, i.e., on the European cities. "Impressions" are here introduced as a key point for the chronotpic experience that even defines the spatial form of the character. If at a first sight they suggest an interior perception, the character's first words express another dimension, which blends the living experience with the cognitive experience.
The first are marked by desire and the latter by hypothesis and antecipating inferences.
Heavens, how much I expected from my tour! "It doesn't matter if I don't look at things in great detail" I thought. "I shall, at least have seen everything and been everywhere, and all I have seen will have fused itself into one whole and made up a kind of general panorama. I shall, at one fell swoop, have had a bird's-eye view of the entire 'land of holy miracles', like the Promised Land from the mountain -in perspective. In fact, I shall experience a new, wonderful and mighty impression" (DOSTOEVSKY, 2008, p.4 That is, in order to live the historical time and its shift, Europe has extended its spaces not by a territorial extension, but by its interferences in the "spirit of time," which is slyly embodied by culture. The same happened to the city of St. Petersburg, which was submitted not to the Russian model of city, but to the European model, a foreign one. One can here observe that the space itself is constituted by an alignment that goes beyond it: the Russian Europe that stems from the European Europe.
From the moment that the cities' physical spaces are replaced by a foreign dimension, the notion of space fuses with time in order to translate the country's dialogy into border spaces between it and other languages and cultures. When the civilization itself starts to be the object of chronotopic reflections, the aesthetic production gives space for the embodiment of the ethical act and system of values. In the character's discourse, the civilization space inherited from Europe is valued as a progress that modifies the foreign value.
It may be that reality around us looks none too lovely even yet; but then we are so wonderful ourselves, so civilized, so European that the common people feel sick at the very sight of us. We have now reached the point where the common people regard us as complete foreigners, and do not understand a single word of ours ---and this certainly is progress, whatever you say. We have now reached a point where our contempt for the common people and the basic principles of their being is so profound that even our attitude to them is stamped with a new, unprecedented and kind of supercilious disdain...and this is progress, whatever you say. (...) And then how self-confident we now are in our civilizing mission, with what an air of superiority we solve all problems, and what problems! There is no soil, we say, and no people, nationality is nothing but a certain system of taxation, the soul is a tabula rasa, a small piece of wax out of which you can readily mould a real man or a homunculus -all that must be done is to apply the fruits of European civilization and read two or three books (DOSTOEVSKY, 2008, p.29) .
However, the adoption of a civilizatory model does not drastically change a city, for it is the result of a juxtaposition of models. Therefore, the notion of an unfinalized and ongoing experience prevails. Time leaves tracks that do not make definitive interferences in space, which results thus in an ongoing construction.
The chronotope of experience used in Dostoevsky's novel develops a controversial discussion on the relations between time and space as well as on the currency of the historical time in spaces and on its unfinalized up-dates. The spatial form of the character is also chronotopically constituted in the foreign condition that spans time and space limits in order to live the present of its historical time.
Architectonic Construction of the Aesthetic Event according to the Principle of Exotopy
In the same way that Bakhtin was interested in the word chronotope, because it enabled a system that organized spatial pluralities and time simultaneities, the word To work from the outside implies developing a view angle that is situated in the counterpoint of the visual fields of others, highlighting the contrast between one's 32 The word "projection" must be here understood in its philosophical meaning regarding the merging movement between the world phenomenon or also, as it was defined by Boris Schnaiderman, as the relations dynamics "in which everything is projected against everything without precise limits between them, it is the world of the deliquescent and the never finalized, of the flow and the endless" (apud MACHADO, 2001, p.174) . The original in Portuguese: "em que tudo se projeta contra tudo, onde não há limites precisos entre coisa alguma, o reino do deliquescente e do jamais acabado, da fluidez e do infindável" (apud MACHADO, 2001, p.174 Although they coexist and interact in the same place, the visual field of one and the other does not coincide; each one constitutes a relation towards the other, an excess that suggests unfinalizability. Each angle only reaches part of the event and of the relation.
For Bakhtin, what one sees in one's visual field is inaccessible to the other who is before him/her and, therefore, his/her look is directed towards another horizon, (cf. Bakhtin, 1990, pp.22-23) . The horizon that is unfolded in each visual field presupposes a limit; the very notion of horizon pressuposes an excess of seeing from both the author and the character. Here, we have outlined an aesthetic principle of composition, which is defined by the angulation between the visual fields of the author regarding the character: the principle of exotopy lies on the perception of the excess of seeing and in the extraposition of the points projected diagrammatically in the visual space.
As the character can only access what is inside his/her visual field, many things are left out, such as his/her outer image. When developing forms to somehow provide such image, the author ends up producing certain finalizability from a living experience in its course, however partial it may be. Here we clearly see the distinction between an unfinalized living experience and the aesthetic event geared to its finalizability or as we can read in the following statement:
If I am consummated and my life is consummated, I am no longer capable of living and acting. For in order to live and act, I need to be unconsummated, I need to be open for myself -at least in all the essential moments constituting my life; I have to be, for myself, someone who is axiologically yet-to-be, someone who does not coincide with his already existing makeup (BAKHTIN, 1990, p.13 ).
Taking into consideration that creation results from the interaction between two consciousnesses, it is clear that their domain does not coincide with each other.
Therefore, there are different spatialities in the visual field configuration of the one and the other, which are established by the singularity of the points of view in interaction.
The place occupied in space is unique, but the visual field itself is inside the architectonics of the space of relations that is fulfilled with several intertwinings.
Consequently, what can be seen by one cannot be seen by the other and vice-versa.
However, the inaccessible is not nonexistent, as Bakhtin understands:
The excess of my seeing in relation to another human being provides the foundation for a certain sphere of my own exclusive self-activity, i.e., all those inner and outer actions which only I can perform in relation to the other, and which are completely inaccessible to the other himself from his own place outside me; all those actions, that is, which render the other complete precisely in those respects in which he cannot complete himself by himself (1990, p.24).
By becoming a fundamental synthesis of the architectonic conception, the excess of seeing brings different tensions to the foreground of the debates: the transformation of unfinalizability, the boundary between consciousnesses, the clashes between points of view, the ethic act and aesthetic activity. In it, the unfinalized life is embraced by an aesthetic construction of a finalized architectonic structure. However, the finalizability becomes only visible with the seeing of the other, when it achieves an aesthetic visibility.
Living experience and experience constitute different horizons in the architectonics of the dialogical thought. To distinguish them was Bakhtin's task, which would guide his way through the domains of human culture -life, art, science -without mistaking one for another. This way he took into consideration their individual horizons in the clash of excesses of seeing. The aesthetic view is not restricted to the living experience or to the cognitive experience, but it emerges from the contemplation act, in which the interaction between them places the diversity of the visual field in confrontation, consequently, producing the emergence of the excess of seeing that is, this way, defined by the productive action (BAKHTIN, 1990, p.26 ).
Bakhtin has no doubt that human life is driven by each one's orientation according to the experimental horizon that does not coincide or mix up with the others that are in interaction with it. What assures that such singularity of the the living experience is not only the single position that each one has in space, but, especially, the excess of seeing that comes from it and is unknown by it. Such extraposition of the world of experience is due to its movement and continuity. The same cannot be said of the world of cognition, which is completely driven outside the excess of seeing.
According to Bakhtin, for the cognition, the world constitutes a whole unity and is independent from the individual views and from the clashes of points of view. Even though it projects cohesion, what is offered to perception is not completeness, because it can be conceived, but it cannot be perceived. Whereupon Bakhtin concludes: the world of living experience does not coincide with the world of cognition. This calls into question the very notion of horizon as a unique space of living experience and cognitive experience (BAKHTIN, 1990, pp.23-24) .
Relying on this distinction, we can reach an understanding of the aesthetics activity, whose horizon exotopically projects the living experience and the cognitive experience.
The starting point for such understanding is the one that defines the aesthetic object by its action, i.e, by a supplemental action that is expressed in between the excesses of seeing. The aesthetic view appears in the emergence of a projected horizon in order to complete what the other lacks without placing their distiction at stake (BAKHTIN, 1990, p.27) . The example which is used by Bakhtin for approaching such formulation could not be more eloquent: the pain of the human suffering in the context of interactions from where it emerges.
According to his thought, when one gets in touch with the person who suffers, BAKHTIN, 1990, p.25) . What the one who suffers does not see, which is extraposed to him/her, constitues the issue that enables the expression of the aesthetic act. According to Bakhtin, "When I project myself into another's suffering, I experience it precisely as his suffering -in the category of the other, and my reaction to it is not a cry of pain, but a word of consolation or an act of assistance" (BAKHTIN, 1990, p.26 , italics in the original). Consequently, the aesthetics activity is only developed in an extraposed place of experimentation and living experimentation and, considering the confrontation of this horizon, it "takes on a purely plastic value" (BAKHTIN, 1990, p.27) . Only on its plasticity can the living experience become an aesthetic act.
In this sense, the consummating moments are transgredient not only to the hero's actual consciousness but also to his potential consciousness -his consciousness extended in a dotted line, as it were: the author knows and sees more not only in the direction in which the hero is looking and seeing, but also in a different direction, in a direction which is in principle inaccessible to the hero himself; it is precisely this position that an author must assume in relation to a hero (BAKHTIN, 1990, p.13 ).
In short: compenetration embraces the other's living experience, taking on "the concrete life-horizon of this human being as he experiences himself" (BAKHTIN, 1990, p.25) , i.e., with all the precariousness and limitations of his/her view. This is the time to live the other's feelings in the category of the other, without mistaking the living experiences. As to the finalizability, it sets the return to the author's consciousness domain, when we "start to form and consummate the material we derived from projecting ourselves into the other and experiencing him from within himself," in which the sensory states "no longer have the function of informing, but have a new function, the function of consummating" (BAKHTIN, 1990, pp.26-27 , italics in the original). This is the time for the architectonic development of the aesthetic itself.
As one can observe, compenetration is a movement directed "inwardly"; the finalizability can only be accomplished "from the outside." Those two movements combined are indispensable for the character creation, which is, especially, constitued by the aesthetic excess of seeing. In this case, it is the process of architectonic development that is chronotopically constituted thanks to the spatial and time nature of the relations.
In the architectonic development of the aesthetic event, inner and outer acts The same exotopy pointed out by the excess of seeing between a character and another can be applied in the relation we have with our own body. All that is outside one's body is not part of one's current horizon of view. From the moment that no language, no saying and no interaction can be accomplished by itself, in isolation from communication, the double-voicedness of language is already evidence that the development of the outerness can only be expressed by the other's elaboration.
The point at issue here is precisely how to accomplish the task of translating myself from inner language into the language of outward expressedness and of weaving all of myself totally into the unitary plastic and pictorial fabric of life as a human being among other human beings, as a hero among other heroes (BAKTIN, 1990, p.31) .
As translation, one must equally consider the double-voicedness of values as well as every point of view, considering its exotopy.
The experience of the body from within oneself -the hero's inner body -is enclosed by his outer body for the other, for the author, and is aesthetically consolidated or "bodied" by the latter's axiological reaction. Every aspect of this outer body (the body enclosing the inner body) performs, as an aesthetic phenomenon, a double function: an "expressive" function and an "impressive" function. And to these corresponds a twofold active position or attitude assumed by the auhtor and by the contemplator (BAKHTIN, 1990, p.60 ).
If it is in the displacement of the generative process that the fields in confrotation are consolidated, the spatial environment stems from the relations that take place in, at least, three distinct and interconnected spheres: the sphere of cognitive relations, the sphere of ethical relations and the sphere of aesthetical relation. Not only does the alignment of the relations draw a map of the actions and behaviors, but it is also in the spatial evironment that the author's creative process is developed. Bakhtin conceptualizes the field of forces that is constituted, this way, by a diagrammatic model, in which the different points of view are in dynamics.
It is worthy stating that the ethical act does not suit a priori purposes, but stems from displacements that Bakhtin conceives in the extraposition movement: that bidirectional action, in which one moves towards the other in order to experience the world from a place that is not one's own so that, from there, one expresses oneself ethically. What is clear is that the ethical experience cannot be accomplished without displacement. Nevertheless, counting only on such movement, no aesthetical experience can be complete, because it requires one's return to one's own place. In a two-way path, the singular and unique place of existence is constituted. In this place, the extraposition view translates experience into livingness and unveils the unexpected act that never existed. It is no wonder that the sharpness of such formulation has reached very distinct experiences in the fields of moral, philosophy and other different activities from culture, such as art, literature, and religion.
Final Remarks
From the conceptualization perspective, the notion of spatial form of character emerges in research studies in the 1920s. The reason for inverting the pyramid, i.e, for starting our text from Dostoevsky's poetics, then addressing the historical poetics and ending it by approaching the theoretical and philosophical formulations, is to show how the notion of aesthetic form was structured, mainly in the West. From the poetic standpoint, Bakhtin's formulations reflect the power of the experiments that lead to the consolidation of dialogism. From the searching point of view, the philosophical remarks show the actual reach of its consolidation as heuristic principles, whose hypotheses outgrow the experimental field, which presents the possibility for proposing conceptions that are sufficiently robust, in order to support a consequent framework.
There is no doubt that, in dialogism, Bakhtin has found the ground for historical poetics and for the aesthetic event that is chronotopically constituted.
By placing the aesthetic event at the heart of all his research, Bakhtin presents a methodological choice that is not restricted to poetics. In his essay Toward a
Methodology for the Human Sciences, 34 Bakhtin broadens the scope of his inquiry and reaches the field of Human Sciences. According to his undersanding, the dynamics of the architectonic relations, conceived in the horizon of the excess of seeing, defines its own distinction between the Human Sciences and the Natural Sciences. Although this is not all, not to regard the exotopy of the points of view hinders the very constitution of the world of ethics as an aesthetical experience and vice-versa. From this stems the solid inference that states that the finalizability of nonspeaking things is opposed to the unfinalized person, whose speaking nature demands one to study this person dialogically. This way, the world becomes an event with meaning potential (BAKHTIN, 2013, p.159 and the following pages).
35
The editor of the Russian printing of Estética da criação verbal [The Aesthetics of Verbal Creation] (1979) 36 acknowledges that the studies on the "author" and the "character" articulate not only aesthetic categories, but also philosophical positionings of everything that is conceived as a dialogical event. In this sense, the namesake essay gathers the key concepts of aesthetics, such as "distance and excess of seeing and knowledge (that is bound to this second concept), hero's horizon and environment" (BAKHTIN, 2003, p.425 , italics in the original, our translation).
37
In this sense, Bakhtin submits his inquiry on the spatial form of the character to his premisses regarding the general and philosophical aesthetics, which relies on the triad of ethics, aesthetics and cognition. In it, he finds the key pillar of "three great fields of the human culture: science, life and art" (FARACO, 2009, p.99, our translation), 38 as we stated in different moments of our refection. The spatial form refers to life's expression and not to its representation, because it is an organizing principle of experience in its semiotic expression, mainly of the one that organizes the Russian visual culture.
According to A. Efimova and L. Manovich, the theoretical writings on the Russian visual culture understand space as both the environment that surrounds the objects and the metacategory of cultural analysis (EFIMOVA; MANOVICH, 1993, p.xxvi). Far from the notion of the geometric space drawn in relation to the bodies, the space-environment is a space-medium in which the objects are results of the space, and the objects cannot be broken away from the space, as conceived by Pavel Florensky (EFIMOVA; MANOVICH, 1993, p.xxvi). When Bakhtin analyzes the space from the point of view of the chronotpe, which allows him to follow up the development of the cultural temporalities, his approach is driven by the notion of metacategory of historical and cultural organization. However, by focusing on the relation between author and character, it is the notion of space-medium that works as a connecting thread, especially in the development of the environment of interaction between the author's and the character's points of view without, however, becoming separate dimensions. According to Efimova and Manovich (1993, p.xxvii) , "for Bakhtin, the space-medium plays two crucial roles: it represents what lies in the character's field of vision, on the one hand, and what the author chooses to evoke about the character, on the other hand." It is a dialogical methodology in which the net of multiple non-coincident points of view introduces us to a space, which is radically different from the linear perspective for the apprehension of optical phenomena, which was bequeathed to us by the Renaissance artists.
More important than the aesthetical procedures found to create representations is the appreciation of the creation act in the clash of different living, aesthetic, cognitive attitudes. In it, the aesthetic event is apprehended in its couse, in the perpetuum mobile of its development.
In our work, Dostoevsky's artistic world renewed in the image of language and of his characters is the force for this perpetuum mobile, which is the only one that is able to project itself for the future. Bakhtin, in his article on the reworking of the book on Dostoevsky, acknowledges the aesthetic and philosophical potential created by the artist of the word and states:
After my book (but independently of it) the ideas of polyphony, dialogue, unfinalizability, etc., were very widely developed. This is explained by the growing influence of Dostoevsky, but above all, by those changes in reality itself which Dostoevsky (in this sense prophetically) succeeded revealing earlier than others (BAKHTIN, 2011, p.285 ).
This is a well understood prophecy grounded on the deep communicative communion, which is able to actively position itself in the space of relation, in which discourses track the limits that exist in the borders. By spatially developing an image of language in a way that the aesthetic event in its becoming is apprehended, Dostoevsky creates an artistic model of the world that Bakhtin apprehends as his new reflection object.
